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SUMMARY
The paper deals with the development of a simple fuzzy controller structure. Compared to the common structure it does
not require information on the derivation of the controlled system output variable because obtaining of information on
derivation is often difficult or too costly. A possible fuzzy regulator structure only requires information about the output
variable and its integrals for its operation. The properties of the proposed controller have been verified on two types of fuzzy
controllers: Mandami fuzzy controller and Sugeno fuzzy controller. The presented controller shows dynamic properties
suitable for all the fundamental electric drive control requirements. In view of speed control the presented controller has a
PI character but from point of view of position control the presented controller has a PD charakter. Its properties are
verified on the basic operational states of a drive with a separately excited DC motor by simulation with the MATLAB
programming package. The methodology of its design can also be applied to other types of controlled systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In technical practice, the systems which
analytical description is very complicated and it is
very hard to build up and also to determine its
parameters, can occur very often. In these cases the
untraditional methods for modelling are used very
often. In recent time fuzzy logic methods present the
most promising areas in the modern system control
theory.
The requirement for the application of a fuzzy
controller arises mainly in situations where:
• the description of the technological process is
available only in word form, not in analytical
form
• it is not possible to identify the parameters of the
process with precision
• the description of the process is too complex and
it is more reasonable to express its description in
plain language words
• the controlled technological process has a
„fuzzy“ character, i.e. its behaviour is not fully
unequivocal under precisely defined conditions,
or it is not possible to precisely define these
conditions.
Standard fuzzy controller structures known from
literature require for their input besides the proper
output variable also its derivation (to be precise, the
control deviation and its derivation). Concurrent
obtaining of information on derivation is often
difficult or too costly. For example, with electric
drives the derivation physically represents electric
current, or the dynamic moment (angular
acceleration) of the motor. Obtaining the motor
torque data is costly and technically demanding, the
current in drives that are usually powered by static
inverters often has a markedly cut and discontinuous
character
and is difficult to implement for
processing in the controller without further

adjustment (e.g. filtering). It is therefore necessary
to select such variables for the electric drive fuzzy
controller that are technically easily obtainable and
that can be processed with sufficient accuracy and
promptness in real time.
The presented paper shows a possible fuzzy
regulator structure that only requires information
about the output variable and its integrals for its
operation. Compared to the common structure it
does not require information on the derivation of the
controlled system output variable because obtaining
of information on derivation is often difficult or too
costly. With electric drives this means the data on
the angular velocity and position of the rotor. This
data is easy to obtain and process, e.g. by means of
incremental sensors.
2. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED
CONTROLLER

The performance of a fuzzy controller is defined
by the dependence between the controller intputs
and outputs, this dependance being described not by
analytical equations, but by rules of the following
type:
IF e1 is .. AND e2 is .. AND e3 is .. THEN u ( or Δu ) is (1)
In these rules, close to human language
description, ei is ith input variable and u is the
output of the fuzzy controller static part (or Δu is the
gain of the output variable).
As the operation of a fuzzy controller is based
on qualitative knowledge about the system being
controlled, it is first important to identify these
properties. Our selection of the fuzzy controller
input variables is based on Fig. 1 which represents
the response of the controlled system output y to the
jump of the desired value of control variable w.
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u – control voltage
y – standardized angular velocity of drive
Mz – load torque
J – moment of inertia of drive
Cφ - excitation constant
KA – armature amplification
TA –armature time constant
Fig. 2 DC drive block diagram

Standard structure of DC drive fuzzy controller
is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Standard PI fuzzy structure of controlled
DC drive

Fig. 1 Desired transient characteristics
of the controlled system

In case we do not wish to use the derivation of e
as one of the controller inputs, it is necessary to find
some other variable that can provide us with another
state information about the controlled system. It can
be the integral from the control deviation. As Fig. 1
shows, this integral settles at the constant value Cw
which, for the concrete case, will assumingly be
dependent on the magnitude of w. Let us therefore
select e1 and e2 for the fuzzy controller input
variables, according to:
(2)

e1 = (w - y) . k 1

e2 =

(∫ (w - y) dt - C ). k
w

The structure of the controlled drive with fuzzy
controller from Chapter 2 above is shown in Fig. 4.
As constant Cw only effects a shift in e2 that is
insignificant in steady state, we can consider it to be
equal to zero.

2

(3)

We can then achieve the state of the controlled
system shown in Fig. 1 for example by trying to
achieve the steady state for variable e2 = 0, or e2 =
const. by a suitable set of rules. In this state it then
applies that e1 = w, which in fact means that the
controlled system output variable has reached the
desired value. The constants k1 and k2 serve for the
suitable standardization of fuzzy controller inputs
for the range <-1,1>.
3. CONCRETE ESTABLISHMENT OF A DC
DRIVE FUZZY CONTROLLER

The verification of the performance and
properties of the fuzy controller from the previous
chapter is carried out on a drive with a separately
excited DC motor, according to Fig. 2.

Fig. 4 Structure of controlled DC drive
with fuzzy controller

The structure of the previous type of controller
contained first of all a static „fuzzy“ section, the
output of which was usually (with the PI type) a gain
of Δu. In the presented structure there is first a
dynamic section in the form of a continuous PI
member, and then the static non-linear fuzzy section
of the controller.
3.1. Standardization of e1 and e2

Following establishment of the controller
structure, it is necessary to determine the values of
standardizing constants k1 and k2. One of the ways
of doing this is to measure the maximum values of
e1 a e2 at such jump u of the armature which does
not yet result in exceeding the maximum allowed
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armature current. Such suitable selection of
constants k1 and k2 significantly facilitates the
establishment of further fuzzy controller parameters.
3.2. Design of Sugeno Type Controller

This type of controller is suitable in case there is
a database of several points available describing the
relation between a certain state of inputs e1 and e2
and a corresponding suitable control intervention u.
By means of the MATLAB programme tools it is
possible to set up a relatively simple fuzzy controller
from this database. Fig. 5 shows this type of
controller with two rules which fuzzyficates input
variables into two ranges.

Fig. 7 Mamdani type fuzzy controller

Fig. 8 illustrates the response of this controller to
various jumps of the desired value w as well as error
adjustment.

Fig. 5 Example of Sugeno type fuzzy controller
structure for DC drive

Fig. 6 shows the response of this controller to
various jumps of the desired value w as well as error
(motor load torque) adjustment.

Fig. 8 Mamdani type fuzzy controller dynamics

Fig. 9 illustrates the robust properties of the
designed controller which had been verified on the
half-size and double-size change of the drive´s
moment of inertia.

Fig. 6 Sugeno type fuzzy controller dynamics
3.3. Design of Mamdani Type Controller

Another way of setting up a fuzzy controller is
the „classical“ way, i.e. transcription of the linguistic
rules for its behaviour into a Mamdani form of
controller. Consider the basic metarule for the
design in the form „The greater the deviation of e1 or
e2 from zero is, the greater the output u must be (i.e.
active intervention into the controlled system)“. Let
us further divide each of the variables e1, e2, u into
three ranges – P (positive ), Z ( zero), N (negative).
Applying the simplest triangular membership
functions enables us to describe its performance by
six rules, as illustrated in Fig. 7.

Fig. 9 Effect of moment of inertia change
upon control dynamics
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The authors have presented a DC drive fuzzy
controller structure and have verified the drive
properties at jump of control or load by simulation.
Comparison with the common fuzzy controller
types known from literature has shown the
following differences:
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The presented controller does not require
obtaining data about the derivation of the
drive´s angular velocity.
In view of speed control the presented controller
has a PI character, which is clear first from its
structure and second from the responses to the
load torque jump at which the control deviation
in steady state is equal to zero.
The structure of the previous type of controller
contained first of all a static „fuzzy“ section, the
output of which was usually (with the PI type) a
gain of Δu. In the presented structure there is
first a dynamic section in the form of a
continuous PI member, and then the static nonlinear fuzzy section of the controller.
From point of view of e2 control (which
physically corresponds to position control ) the
presented controller has a PD character, which
is clear from the responses to the jump in load
torque, at which the control deviation in steady
state has non-zero value.

The presented controller shows dynamic
properties suitable for all the fundamental electric
drive control requirements, as confirmed by the
presented simulation results. The methodology of its
design can also be applied to other types of
controlled systems.
Parameters for simulation
KA = 0.625 Ω-1 TA = 0.01 s
cφ = 0.7 Vs J = 0.03 kgm2
k1 = 1 k2 = 10
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